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LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED

Power Drill Bubble LevelTape Measure

TYPE-A [BRACKET TO T-GRID CEILING] PG. 3-5 TYPE-C [MOUNT TO WALL] PG. 6-7

TYPE-B [MOUNT DIRECT TO T-GRID CEILING] PG. 8-9
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LINYFELT: INCLUDED COMPONENTS

LINYFELT fin [x8]

1/4-20” x 3/8”  
Pan Head Screw [x16] T-Grid Hanger Bracket [x12]

INCLUDED HARDWARE: TYPE-A [BRACKET TO T-GRID]

Multi-Spike Bracket [x8]

INCLUDED HARDWARE: TYPE-C [MOUNT TO WALL]

INCLUDED HARDWARE: TYPE-B [MOUNT DIRECTLY TO T-GRID]

#8-38 Sheet Metal Screw 
[x16]

Multi-Spike Bracket [x8]

Multi-Spike Bracket [x8]#6 x 2” Sheet Rock Screw 
[x16]
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Step 1: Use the pan head screws to fasten the T-grid hanger brackets to the multi-spike bracket as shown.  

Step 2: Connect the assembled bracket strip to the existing T-grid in the ceiling. 

LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-A]

NOTE: Joining two multi-spike brackets together 
requires one hanger bracket and x2 pan head screws. 
Use this method when connecting multiple LINYFELT 

modules together. 

Ensure the bracket is firmly connected to the T-grid 
extrusion.
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Step 3: Complete assembly of all bracket assemblies, and connect to T-grid in ceiling. 

Step 4: Press the fins firmly into the multi-brackets. If you need to make a correction after the fin 
has been secured, you may bend open the ears of the spike bracket to release it, then gently bend 
the ear back into shape to re-insert the fin. 

Ensure the fin is firmly engaged 
with the spikes.

LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-A]
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Step 5: Install the remaining fins according to step 4. 

Installation complete.

LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-A]

NOTE: You may install smaller fins to wedge 
between the standard fins, which will cover the 

mounting brackets [purchased seperately]. 
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LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-C]

apprx 20”

existing wall

Step 2: Press the fins firmly into the multi-brackets. 
If you need to make a correction after the fin has 
been secured, you may bend open the ears of the 
spike bracket to release it, then gently bend the ear 
back into shape to re-insert the fin. 

Step 1: Mount the multi-brackets directly to the 
wall as shown, using 2 sheetrock screws per 
bracket. Ensure each bracket joint is tight and 
aligned straight, with an approximate 20” vertical 
spacing in between each row.  
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LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-C]

Step 3: Install the remaining fins to complete the 
installation

Installation complete.

NOTE: You may install smaller fins to wedge 
between the standard fins, which will cover the 

mounting brackets [purchased seperately]. 
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Step 1: Mount the multi-brackets directly to the existing T-Grid extrusion as shown. Ensure each 
bracket joint is tight and aligned straight. 

LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-B]

x4

Step 2: Install the remaining multi-brackets, ensuring each strip is parallel and plumb. 

Existing T-Grid

Ceiling panel
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Step 3: Press the fins firmly into the multi-brackets. If you need to make a correction after the fin 
has been secured, you may bend open the ears of the spike bracket to release it, then gently bend 
the ear back into shape to re-insert the fin. 

LINYFELT: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS [TYPE-C]

Installation complete.

NOTE: You may install smaller fins to wedge between the 
standard fins, which will cover the mounting brackets 

[purchased seperately]. 


